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The historical transformations of state spaces have recently been theorized and conceptualized

from multidisciplinary perspectives and in various spatial and temporal contexts, but less

research has been concerned with the entanglement of biopolitics and geopolitics in

transforming state spaces in the OECD world. This article seeks to develop an approach to the

geopolitics/biopolitics interface by inquiring into the ways in which ‘health’ has been one of

the key aspects of the territorial constitution of the so-called welfare state in the Finnish

context, and how health care has been an important constituent of the recent re-working of

state territory and citizen subjectivities. The paper suggests that the health care/state space

nexus can be scrutinized through an analysis of historically contingent geopolitical and



biopolitical rationalities and related governmental techniques, as well as through a context-

sensitive inquiry into how the territorial system of health care has altered over time.
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INTRODUCTION

In recent years, scholars interested in state theory have expressed a series of claims about the

territorial constitution of states. These claims share the view that rather than as a static,

discrete and self-enclosed territorial frame, state space should be conceptualized as a

historically contingent and constantly transforming relational effect of socio-spatial processes,

social practices and power relations within and beyond state boundaries (e.g. MITCHELL

1991; PAINTER 2010; also AGNEW 1994; TAYLOR 1994; BRENNER et al. 2003, pp. 1‒

26). Also, these claims collectively suggest that specific geopolitics (ROBERTS et al. 2003)

and a distinctive political reasoning (MOISIO 2011) are increasingly being used to fuse a

neoliberal mode of production to state space, resulting in re-scaling (BRENNER 2004) and

transnationalization of state spaces (e.g. DEMIROVIĆ 2011).

By asking how the analysis of the spatial transformation of the state may be enriched, we for

our part focus on the geopolitical and biopolitical aspects of state transformation. We suggest

that the history of health care might well be written as a history of biopolitical and

geopolitical problematizations and develop a perspective which centers on the ways in which

geopolitics and biopolitics come together in the context of certain social practices related to

health care. Our point of departure is the idea that population and territory are not separate

realms but are inherently intertwined and governed in relation to each other (see also ELDEN



2013). Following this view, we examine health care as one of the ‘statist’ social practices

which bring together the geopolitical and the biopolitical.

As social entities, health care systems are neither static nor politically neutral. These systems

not only are in a state of constant change (BARNETT and COPELAND 2010, p. 499) but also

have, in conjunction with other social systems, a central role in reconstructing the state and

social relations (SALTMAN and FIGUERAS 1997; also SALTMAN and BANKAUSKAITE

2006). Through a discussion of the Finnish case, we demonstrate how certain biopolitical and

geopolitical rationalities have materialized as systems of health care at specific temporal

conjunctures in a geographical context which is often associated with the Nordic model of

statehood (see MOISIO et al. 2011).

The paper is in six sections. Section two focuses on the entanglement of geopolitics and

biopolitics in the (re)constitution of state spaces, and suggests a methodological framework

for the investigation of biopolitics and geopolitics of state transformation. Section three

discusses the empirical research material of the paper. The fourth section turns to analyzing

the changing geopolitics and biopolitics of health care in the Finnish context from the 1960s

up until the early 1990s as fundamental elements of the constitution of what is often labeled

the welfare state. Section five excavates the ways in which the geopolitical and the

biopolitical have come together in the Finnish health care system since the 1990s. Finally,

brief conclusions and proposals for future research follow in sixth section.

GEOPOLITICS AND BIOPOLITICS OF STATE TRANSFORMATION



Studies on state spatial transformation usually focus specifically on territorial restructuring

processes and related social practices at particular temporal and spatial conjunctures (e.g.

BRENNER 2004; BREATHNACH 2010; JONAS 2013; MOISIO and PAASI 2013). Most of

these studies draw on the idea of a transition from a Keynesian-national welfare state regime

to a Schumpeterian post-national competition state regime (JESSOP 2002, 2007) over the past

thirty-plus years. These studies underline the seamless interconnections between territory and

socio-spatial relations through which the modern state comes into being. Accordingly, the

reconstitution of state spaces is actively produced through socio-economic struggles (see

MACLEAVY and HARRISON 2010) as a response to perceived internal and external

politico-economic pressures on the state, such as the quandary of ‘globalization’ (e.g.

BRENNER 2004, p. 5).

Fairly little attention has been paid to the entanglement of geopolitical and biopolitical aspects

of changing state spaces. This is regrettable given that the spatial formation of the state at a

given historical conjuncture is arguably based on the entanglements of biopolitics and

geopolitics as two forms of politics of calculation (see ELDEN 2013). In this paper we argue

that the history of health care might well be written as a history of biopolitical and

geopolitical problematizations in which different actors have sought to address ‘the problem

of how best to govern the population and territory of the state’ (HINDESS 2005, p. 397; cf.

BARRY et al. 1996, p. 7).

In our conceptualization, geopolitics refers to the territorialization of state power over a

purportedly ‘national’ space (cf. COWEN and SMITH 2009) and to the related practices of

security and inter-state competition. Biopolitics, in turn, we see as referring to the

management and regularization of population as a collective in relation to its qualitative and



quantitative biological features (e.g. birth rate, mortality and morbidity, etc.) ‘which have

their political and economic effects, and […] become pertinent only at the mass level’

(FOUCAULT 2003a, pp. 242–246). Biopolitics thus arises out of the ‘discovery of

population’ (CURTIS 2002) in the context of the state, and in so doing, connects ‘life’ to the

territorial organization of the state (cf. FOUCAULT 1980, pp. 139–140; RABINOW and

ROSE 2006, pp. 196–197). Therefore, population, with its internal characteristics and

regularities, is often conceived of as a geopolitical problem within wider state strategies. The

state both regulates population’s life processes and directs population’s distribution within

certain territory, resulting in particular spatialities of the state (FOUCAULT 2007, pp. 104–

108; also KEARNS 2014).

The coming together of biopolitics and geopolitics emerges in conjunction with the

development of the nation state and its practices as well as with the statistical knowledge of

the state and its populace (see ELDEN 2007; also CURTIS 2002; PAINTER 2013). What this

entails is that biopolitics and geopolitics became mutually constitutive through the

governmentalization of the state. Indeed, FOUCAULT (2007, p. 363) argues that the rise of

biopolitical power does not signify a shift from the ‘territorial state’ to a ‘population state’ but

rather a transition from a sovereign state defined by its territoriality to a ‘state of government

which essentially bears on the population and calls upon and employs economic knowledge as

an instrument, [that] would correspond to a society controlled by apparatuses of security’

(FOUCAULT 2007, p. 110). In other words, biopolitics does not render space or territory

insignificant; rather, governmental techniques generated through the political

problematizations of vital characteristics of population are to be applied to the entire state

territory (FOUCAULT 1991, pp. 350–351). In fact, as ELDEN (2007, 2013) and others have



pointed out, territory has increasingly become a political object of governmental interventions

and calculation, specifically with respect to its qualities.

We suggest that understanding the ways in which population and territory come together

through different ‘statist’ social practices is crucial in conceptualizing the historical

constitution and transformation of the state (e.g. JONES 2008; MOISIO 2008). These social

practices range from education to health and combine the control and management of

population with territorial formations (MOISIO 2015).

State space, ‘health care’ and governmentality

The interconnections between the territorial state and health care are often taken for granted.

A quick look at public health care nonetheless discloses the complex social processes that

bind these issues together (see also MORAN 2000). First, as major materializations of welfare

policies, health care systems of various kinds have had a critical role in the emergence of

post-World War II welfare states. Secondly, public health care is seamlessly linked with the

state-driven processes of reproducing labor (and with providing healthy people for the

purposes of waging war as Marx suggested). Thirdly, since the 1980s, existing welfare state

structures have been reconfigured through various health care reforms. In the OECD world,

these reforms have arguably reflected the emerging presence of neoliberal rationalities in

social practices (e.g. MCGREGOR 2001; PRINCE et al. 2006; TEGHTSOONIAN 2009). In

consequence, publicly funded health care systems have gravitated towards competition- and

market-based solutions (e.g. WENDT and KOHL 2010; PROPPER 2012; TUOHY 2012).

Fourthly, health care plays a central role with regard to the relationship between state and

citizenry. In other words, ‘health’ is one of the fields of social life through which state power



is brought into the everyday life of citizens (see e.g. PAINTER 2006). Taken together, health

care is in many ways a ‘statist’ social practice which blends the biopolitical and geopolitical

aspects of the state.

Governmentality provides us with a fruitful perspective for analyzing the ways in which

biopolitics and geopolitics are brought together in the practices of health care.

Governmentality, in its broadest sense, refers to techniques and practices designated to direct

human behavior (FOUCAULT 1997, p. 81) or to the ‘rationalization and systematization of a

particular way of exercising political sovereignty through the government of people’s

conduct’ (O’FARRELL 2005, p. 107). In other words, governmentality denotes the micro-

and macro-political practices through which population is directed to act in a specific way and

through which citizens are expected to govern themselves (FOUCAULT 2007, pp. 108‒109).

The analytics of governmentality thus focuses attention to the practices of governing people

and spaces through the state (cf. VALVERDE 2007).

Health care represents one of the most significant practices through which the state attempts

to govern population and individuals at a distance. It results from the discovery of population

whereby authorities realize that the population has a reality of its own (birth, illness, etc.) that

requires the intervention of government (ROSE et al. 2006, p. 87). Viewed not only as a

medical but also as a broader societal problem, the health of the population emerges as a

fundamental objective of political power and economic management, ‘and it becomes

necessary to organize around them an apparatus that will ensure not only their subjection but

the constant increase of their utility’ (FOUCAULT 2003b, p. 343; also PORTER 2011, pp.

18‒19).



Three analytical elements of the health care/state space nexus

In the following, we suggest a distinction between three overlapping but analytically

distinguishable elements which can be used to empirically examine the health care/state space

nexus. Firstly, the governmentality perspective on health care seeks to empirically identify the

different geopolitical and biopolitical rationalities upon which the systems of health care are

predicated. In such a view, certain historically contingent systems of health care accordingly

emerge and are maintained and transformed through these geopolitical and biopolitical

rationalities as well as the associated ‘societal ills’ the government seeks to cure (cf. DEAN

2010, p. 31; ROSE and MILLER 1992, p. 279). In other words, the history of health care

might well be written as a history of biopolitical and geopolitical problematizations in which

different actors have sought to address ‘the problem of how best to govern the population and

territory of the state’ (HINDESS 2005, p. 397; cf. BARRY et al. 1996, p. 7).

Secondly, biopolitical and geopolitical rationalities are realized through governmental

technologies (cf. MILLER and ROSE 2008). In the context of heath care, which is

inextricably linked to the politics of knowledge and the practices of expertise (cf. PORTER

2011, pp. 18‒19), this refers to the tools, devices, personnel, and systems of knowledge which

enable various authorities to make visible and act upon the conduct of individuals and

populations. These techniques of health care thus necessitate calculations and employ

scientific knowledge of population health.

The third analytical element we suggest is the materializations of health care. Institutional

materializations of health policies have been discussed for example by FOX (1986), who uses

the term hierarchical regionalism to illustrate the particular logics of territorial organization of



health systems in American and British contexts. Hierarchical regionalism refers to a

rationalization according to which health policy should stimulate the creation of regional and

institutional hierarchies of health and medical services with the understanding that they would

distribute services more equitably and efficiently. In our view, the materializations of health

care refer both to the institutional spaces as well as the human subjects which are produced by

the practices of health care (DEAN 2010, pp. 43‒44; WALTERS 2012, p. 18). Instead of

direct forms of repression and constraint, the institutional spaces of health care – e.g. a

centrally orchestrated system of hospitals and health centers – are constitutive of (mundane)

state power (cf. ROSE 2001, p. 17). In this capacity, health care is closely linked to the

reorganization of the socio-spatial relations of the state, and its changing configurations

disclose the changing forms of governing the economic, social and personal life of citizens.

RESEARCH MATERIALS

We have collected an extensive set of research materials for an analysis of the geopolitics and

biopolitics of the health care system in Finland from the 1960s up to the present. The research

material consists of relevant policy documents covering the period 1965‒2012, and therefore

constitutes a period of nearly 50 years. The material consists of 26 national health care

strategy documents (1972‒1999), two target and action plans for social welfare and health

care (2000‒2007) and two national development programs for social welfare and health care

(2008‒2012). The most recent national development program for social welfare and health

care addresses the years 2012‒2015. The research material also includes two committee

reports from 1965 and 1969, one strategy for health care for the years 1975‒1979 and six

government proposals to parliament from the period 1971‒2010. These documents we view



as relevant indicators of the biopolitical and geopolitical rationalization of collective health in

Finland.

All the chosen documents have been formulated by state authorities or state agencies and thus

can be regarded as reflecting a particular ‘statist’ political reasoning. The national strategies

for health care have been compiled by the Finnish National Board of Health, which was

obligated by the PRIMARY HEALTH CARE ACT (66/1972), implemented in 1972, to

formulate and annually verify highly detailed five-year plans. These plans were annually

confirmed by the government. The plans included detailed objectives and instructions for the

development of the public health care system, definitions of the allocation of resources (e.g.

funding, personnel and assignments of authorities) as well as statistics and follow-up data.

Since the disbandment of the National Board of Health in 1993, national plans as well as

target and action plans and development programs have been formulated by the Ministry of

Social Affairs and Health and confirmed by the government. Strict state-centered steering and

planning of health care has been gradually dismantled since the early 1990s, with the result

that highly prescriptive plans have been replaced by recommendation-based programs. The

current national development program for social welfare and health care defines the

objectives and operations for reforming the health sector as well as related legislative projects,

programs and recommendations. A variant of the genealogy approach is applied here in order

to excavate the particular continuities and ruptures within which the rationalities, techniques

and materializations of health care are consolidated into a distinguishable configuration.

THE SYSTEMS OF HEALTH CARE AND THE SPATIAL CONSTITUTION OF

FINLAND



The specific ways in which the health of the population is related to the spatial constitution of

the state should be understood as a transition from one systemic configuration of statehood to

another. This section interrogates the political rationalities, governmental techniques and

materializations of the biopolitical and geopolitical configurations which characterize these

transitions in the Finnish context. In order to demonstrate this argument, we will not periodize

the general health policies of Finland (e.g. HARJULA 2007) or the general trajectory of the

public health care system in this geographical context. Neither is our aim to demonstrate the

construction of the Finnish welfare state in general or engage in comparative research of the

variegated welfare policies of Europe or beyond. Rather, we discuss the Finnish case here

only in order to illustrate the broader argument of the paper: systems of health care represent

useful empirical research foci for analysis of the amalgamations of geopolitics and biopolitics

which characterize the changing forms of statehood.

Background: the invisible state apparatus

The administrative responsibility for health care was channeled from the state to the

municipalities already in 1869 (MATTILA 2006, p. 22), when ‘Finland’ was an autonomous

part of the Russian Empire. Under Russian rule the state’s contribution to public health care

was not extensive, and the municipalities and various civic organizations interested in public

health were the primary engines of health care measures. From the geopolitical perspective,

the advocacy for so-called social medicine, and later public health, could be described as one

of the hallmark nationalistic social movements of the era.

After independence in 1917, Finland was, in topographical terms, a spatially centralized entity

characterized by the concentration of higher education, cultural institutions, as well as



economic and political power in the southern part of the country, mainly in the capital city

Helsinki. The state was marked by a stark core-periphery structure and a weak institutional

system of territorial integration. This form of statehood was nonetheless also marked by early

attempts to connect populations to the (home)land through land reforms (MOISIO 2012). In

the 1920s, these reforms were coupled with nascent statistical practices which mapped

resources and settlements of the state.

In the 1920s and 1930s, the Finnish state apparatus was largely invisible (barring the

disciplinary power of the state symbolized by police) in the vast peripheries of the state:

everyday welfare arrangements were primarily based on family responsibility and other local

practices (MOISIO 2012). The territorial management of the state through institutionalized

social security or planning systems that had already developed in other European contexts

was largely absent. The 1920s and 1930s saw only sporadic attempts to forge a new

arrangement between the state and localities through systems of health care. However,

whereas in the late 19th century social medicine appears to have been primarily a movement

among doctors (see JAUHO 2007), the public health advocacy of the 1930s was a bourgeois

social movement that was associated with broader geopolitical interests: the movement

received important support from the Rockefeller foundation (cf. WREDE 2008; also

YRJÄLÄ 2005).

The first coordinated attempts by the state to localize its power through a constitution of

‘national health care’ took place after the Second World War. Although the overall number of

physicians was relatively low (VUORENKOSKI et al. 2008, p. 21), legislation on general

medical care implemented in 1943 represented an early attempt to create an institutional

foundation for a spatially cohesive municipal physician system. Similarly, in 1944 an



extension to the law on municipal midwives (implemented already in 1921) obligated

municipalities to contract midwives and public health nurses, fixing the right to maternal and

child health care by law and institutionalizing a network of maternal and child health centers.

As a result of advocacy by public health movements, maternal and child health centers also

served as ‘health houses’ that provided inhabitants with outpatient services (see WREDE

2001).

Towards the welfare state: The fusion of geopolitics and biopolitics

The Second World War was a rupture that marked a sea change in the political rationalities

upon which Finnish public policies were predicated. In short, the war demonstrated the

fundamental necessity to locate the geopolitical issue of national unity at the core of the

political agenda in a new spatial manner that would bring together citizen and state through

the social and the territorial. Fostering the unity of the nation and rooting out political

radicalism now became core political virtues in the political alliance which formed between

the leading political parties.

The gradual re-working of Finland through this nascent yet fragile political consensus soon

translated into geopolitical and biopolitical ideas on public health. In the 1950s, for instance,

the priority gradually shifted toward the development of a hierarchical hospital system. In

accordance with the hospital-building program introduced in association with the Hospital

Law in 1956, a network of central and district hospitals was established by the late 1960s.

This marked a fundamental shift in the ways in which state power was constituted

territorially. Simultaneously, the responsibility for general hospitals was transferred from the

central government to the municipalities. However, despite the early attempts to re-organize



health services in the 1950s, the ‘actually existing national health’ did not see significant

improvements, mainly due to major regional and socioeconomic inequities in availability of

health services (VUORENKOSKI et al. 2008, pp. 21–22).

In the 1960s, connecting people and land – a marked feature of the 1920s and 1930s – ceased

to be a priority in the state’s strategies. A new, biopolitically articulated priority emerged with

the aim of generating a new, growth-oriented citizen who was capable of participating in

industrial processes, consumption, and state modernization, as well as connecting this citizen

firmly to the institutional and symbolic structure of the state. It was in this context that

individual health gradually came to be comprehended as a basic right of a particular

geopolitical citizenry. Encouragement of ‘national growth and well-being through the

promotion of social responsibility and the mutuality of social risk’ (ROSE and MILLER

1992, p. 192) materialized in the social innovations related health care.

In the 1960s, for the first time in the history of Finland, the health of the population began to

be considered a serious political problem that necessitated significant practices of governance.

In order to develop a nationwide health care system, the Ministry of the Interior appointed a

Public Health Committee in 1960 and a Public Health Commission in 1967 to investigate how

best to govern the health of the entire ‘nation’. The Committee and Commission were

assigned to consider the options for regional and local reorganization of health care and to

prepare a proposal for legislation on health care that compiled the fragmented collection of

previously prescribed statutes into one consistent law (KANSANTERVEYSKOMITEAN

MIETINTÖ 1965; KANSANTERVEYSTOIMIKUNNAN MIETINTÖ 1969). Management

of health throughout the state territory was comprehended as a fundamental element in

generating positive national development: it would bring into existence a loyal, productive,



and fundamentally ‘activated citizen’ whose aggregated activities in the public and private

sector would have a positive influence on both national economy and national security

(KUUSI 1961, p. 57).

Since the 1960s in particular, the construction of the health care system in Finland was a

central element in the concurrent constitution of the form of biopolitical and geopolitical

statehood that is often dubbed the Nordic or Scandinavian welfare state (see ESPING-

ANDERSEN 1990). The construction of the entirely new public health care system was one

of the key elements of the geopolitical consolidation of the Finnish state around the idea of

nation as well as associated spatial Keynesianism. The development of the spatial system of

health care, which culminated in the 1970s, was a state-orchestrated attempt to re-work the

geopolitical management of the state and to re-construct the lives of the Finns in new ‘statist’

ways. The construction of the spatially extensive public health care system thus was not an

extension of the existing biopolitical systems of an already existing ‘welfare state’ but should

rather be understood (together with the emerging school system) as an institutional

arrangement through which the welfare state as a biopolitical enterprise came into being.

Moreover, health care was not simply one of the socio-spatial innovations that constituted the

Finnish welfare state but should be conceived of as a unique biopolitical and geopolitical

practice which brought together the state and the citizen subject in an entirely new way.

The territorial management of the state as well as the qualitative engineering of citizen

subjects were fused in the extension of state-orchestrated health care. In sum, the construction

of Finland as a welfare state was predicated on certain problematizations within the

geopolitics/biopolitics interface: the potentially destabilizing social role of the post-war

populous generation that had entered the job market in the early 1960s (i.e. the issue of



political radicalism prompted by unemployment), the related social consequences of ill health

and corresponding advantages of a healthy population, the integration of citizens into the

national community, as well as the precarious geopolitical situation of Finland between two

rapidly expanding economies – Sweden and the Soviet Union.

From the 1950s onwards the convergence of biopolitics and geopolitics (ELDEN 2013) was

encapsulated in the issue of health care in Finland, and it could be argued that this coming

together well characterizes the constitution of the welfare state in Finland more generally

(MOISIO et al. 2011). The developments after the 1960s were considerable given that

progress in health services since the 1940s had concentrated mainly on inpatient care and

mother and child health while public health in general remained at a poor level in comparison

to Western European countries (HE 98/1971, p. 1). In this context, the increased attention

devoted to the ‘economies of national health’ was based on using scientific knowledge

production to identify particular problems in the health/political order interface. First, there

was a large working-age population in Finland compared to many other countries, but its

health status was one of the poorest in Europe as indicated by statistics of mortality, morbidity

and disability to work. Second, there were substantial regional and socioeconomic inequalities

in access to health services, which were centralized in urban areas (the patient/doctor ratio

was the lowest in Europe, tied with Albania). Third, the hospital-centered health policy was

seen as a hindrance to economic efficiency due to rapidly increasing costs of inpatient care.

Moreover, hospital-oriented care was perceived as an obstacle to the development of

preventive primary health care and health promotion in general (HE 98/1971, p. 1). These

problems can be interpreted as threats not only to economic growth and efficiency but also to

territorial and societal equity and cohesion. In addition, economic and social inequalities

between regions and socioeconomic groups were also understood as provoking societal



disorder. The health care system that emerged from such articulations represented blunt state-

centricity in terms of steering, coordinating, rationalizing and financing the system of national

health (see e.g. VALTAKUNNALLISET SUUNNITELMAT… 1977–1981). In the early

1970s, health care was included in the national spatial planning system, which sought to

reconfigure the spatialities of health care as a national issue. Indeed, in all the studied

documents on health care (published in 1970s or 1980s), the state appears as both a real and

symbolic guarantor of the welfare of individuals and the citizenry.

The early 1970s arguably represented a rupture within which geopolitical and biopolitical

rationalities and associated techniques and materializations consolidated in a distinct spatial

reconfiguration of Finland. Entirely new policies were introduced in 1972 when the Primary

Health Care Act (66/1972) came into effect in order to effectively steer and improve the

health of the population. The Act, based on a government proposal to parliament (HE

98/1971), aimed at the creation of an administrative and economic framework that would

systematically and rapidly transform Finnish health care from a fragmented hospital-centered

system into a workable and effective ensemble of outpatient and inpatient health care (HE

98/1971, pp. 1–3). The new legislation subsumed the health care sector into a centrally

orchestrated national planning and steering system in order to harmonize the operational

principles, methods and decision-making practices within health care (see e.g.

VALTAKUNNALLINEN SUUNNITELMA… 1972–1976). This involved establishing

‘social welfare and health care regions’, extending these spaces throughout state space, as

well as appointing the municipality as the primary unit of health care. A four-tier hierarchy of

health care institutions ranging from a handful of university hospitals that were located in

major cities and central hospitals located in provincial centers, to district hospitals in smaller

towns, and finally to health centers in smaller municipalities, materialized in the 1970s (table



1). This hierarchy was coupled with yet another constituent of state power: preventive health

care became part of the re-worked school system in the 1970s, thus transforming schools into

peculiar institutions of national health.

Table 1.

The new ‘health spaces’ of the state were implemented through a spatial/regional hierarchy of

health services (cf. FOX 1986) which aimed not only to decrease health care costs, but also,

in line with welfarist principles of equity and universalism, to increase regional and

socioeconomic equality by securing accessible and publicly funded health services for all

citizens (e.g. TERVEYDENHUOLLON OHJELMA VUOSILLE 1975–1979, p. 7;

VALTAKUNNALLISET SUUNNITELMAT… 1975–1979, p. 5). Health services were

regionalized at the local level by the establishment of an extensive network of municipal

health centers in the 1970s. All primary health care services, ranging from general practice

and dental care to health promotion and health education, were centralized to health centers,

i.e. becoming the responsibility of municipalities (e.g. VALTAKUNNALLISET

SUUNNITELMAT… 1978–1982, pp. 6–10). Consequently, the municipal health center

became not only a vital symbol of the biopolitical and geopolitical formation of the Finnish

‘national’ welfare state but also a significant local site to reproduce labor.

The construction of a regional hierarchy of health care was more than a straight-forward

establishment of municipal health centers. Specialized medical care and primary health care,

which had operated as independent equations thus far, were brought together as an

appropriate ensemble by collaboration and operation scaling: specialized care was supposed

to answer only for such services that were not available in health centers. This form of



hierarchy meant not only that health centers served as ‘gatekeepers’ between primary and

specialized care but also that university hospitals in particular served as the pinnacle of the

hierarchy, as hubs of knowledge on ‘national health’ (the so-called hospital districts were

established by the Hospital Law already in 1956 during the onset of spatial Keynesianism)

(e.g. VALTAKUNNALLISET SUUNNITELMAT… 1980–1984, pp. 16–22). The university

hospitals were also associated with scientific biopolitical knowledge-production on ‘national

health’, its spatial variations and characteristics. These studies on public health status were

accompanied by statistics and mapping which translated public health into a calculable and

governable biopolitical problem that could be acted upon.

The network of health centers was generated and maintained through centrally orchestrated

techniques of governance such as transfer payments to municipalities. In spite of their self-

government, municipalities were nonetheless subjugated to centralized steering (e.g.

VALTAKUNNALLINEN SUUNNITELMA… 1972–1976). The state set the objectives of

primary and specialized care, defined the methods for achieving the objectives, and

determined resources (e.g. financing and personnel) and their allocation – only the

implementation of the plans was the responsibility of the municipalities (e.g.

VALTAKUNNALLISET SUUNNITELMAT… 1975−1979, pp. 1−22). In order to decrease

regional inequalities, the Ministry of Finance regulated the grant system through a financial

classification of municipalities thereby ensuring equal premises for municipalities to provide

statutory health services to their inhabitants also in the eastern and northern peripheries and

outside the largest urban centers (e.g. VALTAKUNNALLISET SUUNNITELMAT…

1975−1979, p. 29). Municipalities thus remained not only fundamental institutional and

spatial foundations for health care but also key spaces in citizens’ everyday lives. By ensuring

universal and mainly free municipal health services and by providing extensive social rights



to all citizens regardless of their socioeconomic status or place of residence, municipalities

acted as local states through which social citizen subjectivities were constructed and brought

into being as a facet of state power. This spatial division of labor indicated not only that the

state was dependent on the institutional foundation that municipalities represented with

respect to health care but also that the municipalities became highly dependent on state

subsidies. From the 1970s onwards, the Finnish health care system began to symbolize the

principles of social and spatial universalism which characterize the so-called Nordic model of

statehood (AHLQVIST and MOISIO 2014). In the ensuing pages, we proceed to analyze

whether the merger of geopolitics and biopolitics which characterized the construction of

Finland as a ‘welfare state’ has changed since the 1990s.

TOWARDS A NEW BIOPOLITICAL AND GEOPOLITICAL FORMATION IN

FINLAND?

The crisis of the welfare state: emergence of new political rationalities

From the 1960s to the 1980s spatial Keynesianism (and associated welfarism) brought

together the biopolitical and geopolitical practices of health care in Finland. However,

increasing emphasis on economic growth and competitiveness in the global ‘knowledge

economy’ as well as growing criticism towards ‘a planning state’ resulted in various policy

reforms in the 1990s, particularly (MOISIO 2012, p. 165) when, in line with advanced

liberalism (see ROSE 1993) and the New Public Management doctrine, major political,

economic and societal changes were implemented in response to an economic recession

which took place between 1991 and 1994. Criticism of the hierarchical and centrally planned

Finnish state, which culminated during the recession of the 1990s, sundered the traditional



political alliance between the Social Democrats and the Center Party upon which the Finnish

brand of spatial Keynesianism had rested. The blame for the malfunctions of the centrally

planned economy and society was assigned to the ‘bloated’ state per se, and a notable elite

consensus was structured around the idea. The economic crisis of the early 1990s was thus a

rupture from which new political rationalities emerged and merged with other rationalities (cf.

HEISKALA 2006, pp. 14–15). The crisis itself took place within the context of a wider

geopolitical rupture: the collapse of the Soviet Union and the territorial expansion of the

EC/EU.

In order to prod local governments to make more independent and more cost-effective

decisions (HE 101/1981, p. 6; VALTAKUNNALLISET SUUNNITELMAT… 1984–1988, p.

58), state-centered planning and steering of health care was reduced already in the 1980s.

Given this trend, it is notable that the territorial basis of the health care system has largely

endured up until the present. Nevertheless, it is equally important to point out that the

territorial structures of health care have become a useful testing ground for neoliberal

experimentation. In the present analysis, it is precisely the broadly ‘economic-strategic’

nature of spatial Keynesianism in Finland – which brought together territorial integrity,

economic growth and the idea of a politically loyal ‘useful’ citizenry – which has provided

the legitimation for a range of health care reforms that are predicated on advanced liberalism.

Since the ‘small recession’ of 2002, these reforms have substantially intensified.

The geoeconomics of advanced liberalism and individualization of national health

The gradual shift from spatial Keynesianism and associated welfarism towards advanced

liberalism has materialized in Finland through a variety of health policy projects launched



since the early 1990s. What unites these projects is an increasingly explicitly articulated

attempt to introduce market and quasi-market arrangements in health care. These have been

coupled with an emphasis on empowerment, self-government and responsibility in the context

of ‘national health’ (more generally, see HINDESS 2005, p. 409). Since the so-called little

recession of 2002 in particular, health policy reforms in Finland have been directed towards

producing ‘updated’ state spaces and new citizen subjectivities (cf. MOISIO and PAASI

2013, pp. 275−277). Since then, it has become clear that the geopolitical function of the

health care system, i.e. producing territorial homogeneity, has been overshadowed by an

imperative of the ‘economic survival’ of the nation. This imperative resonates with many of

the principles of austerity politics (see BLYTH 2013), and is premised on cost-minimization

and efficiency of the public sector as well on the individualization of health.

As part of the emergence of governmental interventions seeking to update the spatial

structures of the state through economistic political reasoning, in 1993 centralized planning

and steering in health care was dismantled in Finland (see HE 216/1991;

VALTAKUNNALLINEN SUUNNITELMA… 1993−1996, pp. 1−2). This was the first step

not only in altering the existing power relations between the state and its municipalities but

also in reconfiguring the state’s biopolitical right to regulate population health (cf.

FOUCAULT 2003a, p. 241). The problematics of central planning and steering in health care

and other public services was attributed particularly to the economic ineffectiveness of the

Finnish state as a territorial entity. A public sector that was conceived of as ‘outdated and

uneconomical’ (HE 216/1991, p. 4) was to be modernized through new geopolitical and

biopolitical discourses and practices of governance which on the one hand would decrease

state interventions in the health care sector, and on the hand would reduce both local

governments’ and citizens’ dependency on the state.



Since the 1990s, the Finnish local governments have been increasingly directed through

techniques based on non-binding information management and recommendations

(SOSIAALI- JA TERVEYDENHUOLLON… 2004−2007, pp. 32−33). The rationalization

behind this deregulation was that centralized steering restricted municipalities’ autonomy to

organize and produce health services in a way that took local conditions into account (HE

214/1991; HE 216/1991). This is in stark contrast to the welfarist geopolitical reasoning of the

1970s and 1980s which sought, in the name of ‘equal citizenship rights’ and spatial justice, to

harmonize operational principles, methods and decision-making practices of the entire health

care system. Deregulation was now legitimized using the argument that because the universal

nationwide health care system had been fully implemented in the previous era, strict state

intervention was increasingly unnecessary (HE 216/1991).

Consequently, municipalities were given autonomy to decide on the production and

organization of municipal health services and thus local governments were given freedom to

purchase health services from private and third sectors without restrictions

(VALTAKUNNALLINEN SUUNNITELMA… 1993−1996, p. 2). This governance through

‘freedom’ can be comprehended as a technique through which market mechanisms and quasi-

markets have been encouraged and inculcated in the health care sector. As a result, the share

of health services provided by the private sector has increased considerably over the course of

the last decade (OLLILA and KOIVUSALO 2009, p. 29). At present, both the private and the

third sector are portrayed as necessary actors in the production of adequate municipal health

services (HE 155/2006, p. 68).



Since 1993, in tandem with the onset of deregulation, the local government grant system has

underwent reforms in order to ‘responsibilitize’ local governments to make decisions which

meet particular standards of productivity (e.g. HE 216/1991). In 1993, the basis of grant

payments was redesigned so that retrospective and earmarked payments were replaced by

prospective subsidies based on capitated needs (VALTAKUNNALLINEN

SUUNNITELMA… 1993−1996, p. 1) which resulted in considerable reduction of state

subsidies for municipalities and thus marked a shift in fiscal responsibility from state to

municipalities in terms of health care financing (VUORENKOSKI et al. 2008, p. 25, 44).

Further, the financial classification of municipalities was discontinued in 1996

(KUNNALLISEN… … 1996−1999, p. 18), which introduced an alternative governmental

technique to spatial equalization compared to the preceding highly distributional policy. In

line with the increasingly vocal criticism of the dispersed spatiality of the state, the present

grant system directs and incentivizes voluntary municipality mergers amongst local

governments and encourages more intensive cooperation between municipalities and regions

(SOSIAALI- JA TERVEYDENHUOLLON... 2004−2007, p. 10, 36). In tandem with the

decreasing number of municipalities (317 in 2015), the number of municipal health centers

has decreased from 280 in 2004 to 152 in 2013 (RINTANEN et al. 2014, p. 8). It is

noteworthy, however, that irrespective of the fact that the Finnish government has launched a

number of spatial experiments that have sought to re-work the prevailing dispersed

geopolitical constellation of the health care system over the past decade, the territorially

comprehensive health care system has proven to be a rather entrenched structure of the state.

The centrally orchestrated grant system appears as a crucial governmental technique of spatial

regulation that is utilized by social and advanced liberal government alike. The essential

difference between social government and advanced liberalism nonetheless pertains to the



ways in which state space is regulated through the grant system. In social government, the

underlying purpose of the grant system was spatial equalization as well as the non-polarized

distribution of population within state territory achieved via distributional policies, i.e.

resources were allocated according to the financial capacity of the municipalities. This

principle played a pivotal role in maintaining the dispersed spatiality of the welfare state. In

advanced liberal government, in turn, the main objective of the grant system is to encourage

municipalities to ‘behave’ in certain ways that increase the ‘productivity’ of the public sector

and increase competition between the public and private health care. With ‘framework

budgeting’, this has been the only way to compel the municipalities to the principles of the

austerity regime.

In Finland, the diminishing role of the discourse of territorial integrity in contemporary state

projects, and the related emphasis on internationalization, productivity and economic

competitiveness, is the new geopolitical setting in which the biopolitical discourses of nation

are presently situated. Even if the territorially extensive health care system has not been

entirely deteriorated, it has been qualitatively re-worked. This re-working has explicitly

touched upon the issue of citizen subjectivities (cf. ROSE 1999). In contemporary health care

policies, it has become increasingly common to articulate a difference between the

purportedly old ‘state-dependent citizen’ and a more activated citizen who is capable of

understanding the individual responsibility of enhancing and maintaining good health, and

who is therefore committed to managing health risks (e.g. SOSIAALI- JA

TERVEYDENHUOLLON… 2012−2015, p. 9). The conduct and qualities as well as the

economic potential of this rationally calculating citizen are shaped by techniques of activation

and responsibilization like fostering participation, self-governance and individual choice.

Along with this emphasis on customer orientations as a means to reconstruct and develop the



health care system, the citizen has become increasingly viewed as a customer and consumer

of health services (e.g. SOSIAALI- JA TERVEYDENHUOLLON… 2008−2011; HE

90/2010). Although vouchsafing the well-being and health of the entire ‘national population’

has remained a pivotal target of government, the population is now governed in not quite the

same ways as during the construction of the welfare state. That is, with the individualization

of national health, biopolitics of health care is increasingly structured around entrepreneurial

citizen subjectivity and ‘individual health’ (cf. ROSE 2001, pp. 17−20; also GORDON 1991,

p. 44). In other words, the interest has turned from guiding and controlling the political mass

behavior of ‘industrial’ citizen subjects towards monitoring and managing the behavior of the

contemporary ‘post-industrial citizen subjects’ with respect to their interior lives. The

message of the recent reforms of health care is not so much that the health of individuals is

simply their own responsibility, but rather that the production of increasingly resilient

individuals through the health care system is an integral part of the competitiveness strategies

of the state itself. In the recent structural adjustments of health care, citizens are indeed

portrayed as calculating entrepreneurs of a novel ‘productive state’.

With regard to the above, a notable aspect of the biopolitics of the contemporary health care

system in Finland is the pivotal role of economic authorities, who work both within and

beyond the state apparatus, in guiding the transformation of the health care system and

suggesting experiments that would influence the interior lives of citizens. Since the 1990s,

and during the past ten years in particular, the Ministry of Finance has played a central role in

directing the health care system toward new geopolitical and biopolitical dimensions. Most of

the core documents upon which the reforms of the health care system are predicated rely

heavily on the calculations of the Ministry of Finance. It is indeed peculiar how the Ministry

of Finance, through different kinds of domestic calculations and international comparisons,



has made the system of health care amenable to economic measurement and calculus, and in

so doing made the system an integral part of ‘national systems of productivity’ and an

element of the international competitiveness of the state. During the past fifteen years, the

calculations, proposals and incentives of the Ministry disclose a shift in the ways in which the

state seeks to govern the souls of individuals in the context of health care, and the ways in

which the Ministry seeks to restructure the extensive territorial basis of this system.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this article, we have examined the ways in which state spatial transformation can be

examined through the changing systems of health care. We have suggested that an inquiry

into these systems could make use of the concepts of geopolitics and biopolitics. We have

highlighted that an analysis of this kind should focus on the political rationalities and

associated problematics related to ‘national health’, and should examine the governmental

techniques of health care which enable different authorities to modify the conduct of

individuals and population. We have also suggested that both the subjectivities produced by

health-related governmental practices and the territorial spaces of health care should be

interrogated as materializations of the state as a space of health.

According to our genealogical analysis, particular biopolitical and geopolitical rationalities

came together during the construction of the statist health care system. We view this coming

together as one of the central aspects of the constitution of Finland as a welfare state. In the

course of 20th century, the focus of health policy in Finland evolved from the issues of

hygiene that dominated in the first half of the century to broader questions of public and

welfare policies in the post-war period (see HARJULA 2007). In the 1960s, when the



emphasis shifted from maternal and child care and high-cost inpatient care to the health of the

entire population and lower-cost preventive, primary and outpatient care, health was given

higher priority in line with the socio-political objectives of the era: societal order, economic

growth and national development (HE 98/1971; also KUUSI 1961). State-orchestrated

development of a spatially organized hierarchical system of health services was understood

not only as a means to enhance economic efficiency and regional and socioeconomic cohesion

but also as a way to manage citizens’ health-related conduct by providing them with broad

social rights (e.g. HE 98/1971). Therefore, health policy can be conceived of as an

‘intermediary’ policy which on the one hand intensified the relationship between state and

citizen, and on the other enabled the ‘statist’ practices upon which the constitution of the state

was predicated. The recent health care reforms in Finland demonstrate, in turn, that the state

has not ceded its role as a director of the territorial and biopolitical aspects of the health of its

population. In other words, the Finnish state has not been hollowed out as a space of health,

even if there has been a qualitative shift in the ways in which political power is practiced

through ‘national health’.

Taken together, the inquiry into Finland suggests that health care has been and is still a vital

element in those reconfiguration processes that seek to transform previously constructed state

spatialities and citizen subjectivities and consolidate them into new forms. These are

increasingly conceived of as formations that need conform to global politico-economic

realities. The relative absence of the discourse of competitiveness in no wise indicates that the

re-working of health care in Finland is detached from ‘internationalized’ state spaces. While it

may well be a gross exaggeration to argue that spatial Keynesianism (and the associated

geopolitical calculus) has been completely replaced by advanced liberalism in Finland, our

paper highlights a particular duality which is built into the contemporary system of health care



with respect to political rationalities, governmental techniques and institutional

materializations. The territorial structures of health care have proven to be reasonably durable

in the face of neoliberal rationalities (see e.g. PECK 2013), and the principles of universalism

and spatial and socio-economic equality are still central (discursive) elements in the policies

that bring together state space and the issue of health. In the Finnish context, the inherited

geopolitical spaces of the welfare state thus both hinder but also enable the neoliberalization

of the state by facilitating health care-related socio-spatial practices that combine welfare

rhetoric with incrementally implemented reforms aimed at dismantling the inherited territorial

structures of the state (see AHLQVIST and MOISIO 2014).

We have sought to demonstrate that an examination of the relation between geopolitics and

biopolitics in the context of health care offers insights into the study of the spatial

transformation of the state and the diverse processes of neoliberalization. While the territorial

structures of health care may remain relatively intact, the ways in which biopolitics works

through these inherited geopolitical structures is a topic which merits more attention in

different contexts.

As indicated in this paper, state spatial transformation also includes reconstruction of citizen

subjectivities. With regard to subjectification and citizenship in general, it is of high

importance to inquire further into the mundane political and social practices of health care

through which state power permeates into the everyday life of citizens (see PAINTER 2006).

Furthermore, as health care is nowadays increasingly entangled, for instance, with the issues

of Europeanization (e.g. MARTINSEN and VRANGBÆK 2008) and global health (e.g.

BROWN et al. 2012), another important research theme is the emergent transnationalization



of health policies and practices as well as the associated potentiality of increasing

marketization of health care services.
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